May 2007

HDC User Group
Newsletter No.5
If you don’t wish to receive this letter, or you know other people who might wish to
receive it, please let me know: neil.thompson@eu.sony.com
Ideas or news for future editions also gratefully received.

NAB News
One of the new technologies shown at NAB that you might not have heard about (we
didn’t hear about it till the show opened) was a consumer derivative organic LED
display being used as a viewfinder. It was a bit large for a viewfinder at 12”, but as an
illustration of where future product developments may go, it was interesting. These
OLED displays have extremely low lag, excellent angle of view and resolution.
Improving viewfinder performance is high on the priority list.
There was also a suite showing our route to 1080P 50 acquisition and recording. The
HDC-1500 is already capable of generating 1080P 50 pictures. Future CCUs will be
able to receive these pictures via fibre, and deliver them to 1080P 50 versions of the
MVS switcher.
New for the US market was the HDC-1400 camera. This is a lower cost version of
the HDC-1500, but only operates at 59.94i.
It’s not CE marked, is not made in the UK, so would be subject to import tariffs if
brought to the UK, and of course will not work at 50i, 25P or any frame rate apart
from 59.94i, so should be of no relevance to the UK market. Just so you know.
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HDVF-C950W and RCP-920 now shipping
The new 9” viewfinder and the alternative RCP to the ‘750 have been covered in
previous editions, but they are now available, and if you need to have a look at them
we have one of each in our UK demo kit.
(Something we hadn’t realised about the new RCP: you can re-assign various
buttons if you don’t like the way it’s set out.)

Large Lens Adapters
Just a reminder about the slightly confusing range of cradles available…
HDLA-1500
HDLA-1500/B
HDLA-1505
HDLA-1505/B
The /B flavours are the black versions, which may fit in better with your lens colour
scheme.
We are going to introduce a /B version of the 7” CRT and 9” CRT viewfinders shortly,
to complete the matching set.
The HDLA-1505 is the same as the ‘1500, but with the
support bridge for the CRT viewfinder removed. An LCD
viewfinder is then mounted directly on the camera within
the cradle.
You can convert a ‘1500 into a ‘1505 by removing the
bridge yourself, but it’s not the sort of thing you’d want to
do on location.
(We’re not really expecting to sell a lot of the ‘1505’s, as
CRT viewfinders are one of the main reasons for using a
cradle.)
Next to appear will be the HDLA-1507, which will be a cradle with the front sawn off
to enable use with a portable lens, but retaining the bridge to mount a CRT
viewfinder. This should be available end of June.
Please remember…the current large lens adapters cannot be used with portable
lenses.

Long Viewfinder Hoods
The VFH-990 long hood for the 9” CRT and 9” LCD viewfinders is now available.
Similar style to the existing hood for 7” viewfinders.
List price is £830, so you may prefer the cornflake box and gaffer tape option!
(Though ours is HD ready of course.)
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Supermotion & Flicker Reduction
If you’re shooting at 150 fields per second, each field is captured over only 1/3 of the
output cycle of mains powered lights. If the output of the lights in a stadium are
pulsed, or vary over the mains cycle, then they may appear to flicker, as you’re no
longer averaging the output of the lights over a full cycle.
The HDC-3300, like previous Supermotion cameras, has a flicker reduction system.
It’s actually rather sophisticated, but in typical Sony fashion we’re not terribly keen to
let anyone know how it works. Ian Sheldon has prepared a useful user guide to the
HDC-3300, which gives details of this and several other features. This guide is
included as an extra pdf file with this newsletter, but here’s an extract of the guide
that helps explain the flicker reduction system:
As with the BVP-9500 SD Super Motion camera, the HDC-3300 employs flicker reduction
techniques to minimise the effect of shooting in pulsed lighting, such as discharge or
fluorescent lighting. The flicker reduction is significantly more sophisticated than in the BVP9500, however.
HDCU Menu

Set the using System Menu S09

Figure 13: System Menu S09

Select Flicker Reduction On or OFF
Set Frequency 600Hz or 50Hz
Set Gain (amount of flicker compensation.) –99 means “OFF”, 0 means AUTO
Set Offset Determines the reference level for compensation. 0 indicates 3% video level
(normal black level)

Figure 14: Compensation Area

Chose the area over which compensation operates. AUTO gives 4 independent
compensation areas
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Latest System Software
We’ll be rolling out another software upgrade shortly for a number of bug fixes. (A
tech memo should be published on sonybiz.net shortly with more details). We’d
normally just send you a file that you could load on to a memory stick and install
yourselves, but unfortunately the HDCUs will require a PLD device upgrade again,
which needs a jig and PC interface.
If you have a service contract this will be implemented by our field service team as
soon as it is available.
The installation jig and software, for use with a laptop PC are available to purchase
as service tools, and if you’d like to be able to do your own PLD upgrades this can be
arranged.
Warranty upgrade is on a return to base system, which we’re happy to do if you can
get the HDCUs to us, though of course this is likely to be impractical in many cases,
as they are well plumbed in. Because of this we’ll try and upgrade HDCUs on site as
and when we can when we’re visiting, but we can’t really give a schedule for this.

Camera head Menus
We’ve been waiting a long time for a proper list of the camera head menus in the
HDC-1500. This is now available as part of the latest ops manual. I’ve posted this
manual on my personal website if you’d like to download it. (It will appear on
sonybiz.net eventually, but it is quite useful so I hope you’ll excuse this unofficial
route.)
Go to www.imagemechanic.co.uk and scroll down to the bottom of the home page.
In the meantime I’ve added the menu pages as an appendix to this newsletter so you
can print them out if you’d like.

www.sonybiz.net
Sony UK Technical Services Group Helpdesk: 01256 828828
The helpdesk is the central point for contacting the Technical
Services Group.
Andy Rosic
Lee Prosser
Giovanni Federico
Dominic Smye-Rumsby
Phil Dunk
Kate Bosworth
Kevin Holt

Service manager
Field Support
Field support
Field support
Technical investigations
Service Contracts
Field support (VTR)

I’m product manager for the HDC camera systems:
Neil.Thompson@eu.sony.com
07774 142724
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HDC-1500
Camera Head Menus
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